
   Wedding Piece #2 

                                                              by Susan Cuss 

 

Once Upon a Summer's Night 

Once upon a summer's night, 

Two lovely people pledged their troth. 

A super moon, orange-ringed, shone bright  

Then smiled upon them, bathed in gold, 

Their vows of love all to behold. 

And vows to have and then to hold 

Rang sweet, and witnessed, raised a cheer 

Amongst the friends and family there. 

In the warmth of moonlight glow, 

Colleen and Paul danced 'mid the vines 

Of grapes that grew both strong and fair. 

As floribundas edged their lines 

And sweetly scented all the air. 

The fruit, with promise, glowed with gold. 

Love's magic whispered in the night,  

As food and wine and music flowed, 

With blessings for a happy life. 



Such was the setting for Colleen and Paul's wedding in the 

summer of 2014. My husband has known Paul for over 50 years, 

so when Paul told us he was getting married, we wanted to create 

a unique gift for the newlyweds. 

It was a wonderful day! The ceremony and reception was held at 

a winery in Ontario, and that night the super-moon glowed brightly 

upon the wedding party and all the guests. 

Since I love to embroider, and my husband loves to do 

woodworking, we decided to collaborate and design an 

embroidery that spoke of the wedding day. 

 

First, I selected and transferred their initials onto muslin to create 

a monogram. Then, I surrounded the monogram with a large 

heart formed from tatted, Josephine Knot cascades. Looking like 

a large selection of small flowers, they flowed over one another in 

a rambling line to indicate the abundance of love felt throughout 

the wedding ceremony and celebration. 

You can see the many seed beads added to the centers of the 

flowers. 



 

  

I added a piece of lace to the center top, then surrounded the 

lower half of the lace with rows of a buttonhole lace variation. It 



created a nice transition between the depth of the lace piece and 

the flat surface of the muslin.  

On the wedding night, a golden glow surrounded the huge moon 

that hung in the sky, so I decided to include it in the embroidery. 

Rows of orange and yellow embroidery floss captured the look. 

 

Casalguidi stitch in the shape of an L formed each of the top 

corners. Woven picot leaves and twining coils of bullion knots 

adorned the ends of each casalguidi L. Because the wedding 

location was a winery, I decided to add clusters of grapes and 

grape leaves along the sides of the embroidery. 

 



  

I chose to make stumpwork grape leaves using thin wire and ecru 

embroidery floss. Pale green floss created the center veins for a 

small touch of colour. 

Other, woven picot leaves in muted shades of peach, pink, and 

green, as well as ecru, were also fashioned and added to both the 

casalguidi L's and the trailing  grapes vines. Still other leaves 

were stitched directly onto the muslin, with woven picot or 

stumpwork leaves added over top to indicate depth and 

dimension. 

 



 

 

 



Twirling branches escape from the tatted grape stems, and 

groups of small pearl beads form the grape clusters. French knots 

dot the surface, and outline stitches create curling wisps and 

swirly hearts.  

Slowly, the grape vine on the left side took shape and the moon 

was filled in.  

I stitched the names of the couple and the wedding date to 

sandwich the tatted heart.  

 

 



Recognizing that the grape vine above was a little too uniform in 

shape and placement of the leaves, I made some alterations, as 

shown below. I like the weight of the triple cluster near the bottom 

as it seems to anchor the grape vine and balance the weight of 

the moon. I liked seeing the grapes' shine as they peeked out 

from beneath the leaves. 

 

 



Once I was pleased with the placement of the grape clusters and 

the stumpwork leaves, it was time to begin stitching the bottom of 

the piece. I created tatted lengths of twirly branches in a double 

row across the bottom edge. Here, I planned to add the roses 

which scented the air at the wedding, but first I added leaves to 

the branches, and more twining bullions to repeat the same 

embroidery stitches that were in other areas of the wedding piece. 

This repetition helped  keep the piece cohesive, even though new 

elements were added as well.  

 

 I began the bottom row in the right corner with curly branches 

and flat leaves, creating a base for the roses that would follow. 

Then woven picot leaves, and just a couple of stumpwork leaves 

were added. Next, I stitched some gypsophila, to add a light and 

open look to the base, and some cast-on stitch roses in a 

variegated rayon thread. 



 

Oooops, do you see that? Some of those curlicues look a bit 

strange. I can see the word Lee. That's a mistake and had to be 

ripped out. 

 

That's better. 



 

The completed piece is above, measuring ~ 16" wide. 

Before framing, I added my initials and the date, a copy of the 

poem, and a note giving the history and reasons behind the 

creation of Wedding Piece #2. It sits between the wood backing 

and the frame my husband made. A second copy was given to 

the newlyweds. 

I'm pleased to note that Colleen and Paul loved their surprise gift! 

My husband made the beautiful frame shown below. Paul has 



always commented on my husband's skill in woodworking, so we 

thought it was appropriate that he should have a special example 

to keep. 

 

The anti-glare glass used adds a softness to the embroidery. With 

the colours of thread chosen, this creates a feeling of age and 

timelessness to the piece. Wedding Piece #2 took approximately 

8 months to embroider, in between holidays and other projects, 

and I'm very pleased with the result.  



Stitches used include outline stitch variation, bullion stitch, cast-on 

stitch, french knots, back stitch, satin stitch, buttonhole lace 

variation, lazy daisy, woven picot, tatted Josephine knots, tatted 

Josephine chains. 

A variety of threads were used including embroidery floss in 

variegated pale pink, soft peach and light green, plus ecru. Cotton 

perle in size 12 was used for the tatted elements in both ecru and 

white. Other tatting threads were also used. 

I hope you've enjoyed seeing the progress of  Wedding Piece #2, 

and maybe you'll be inspired to create a free-form embroidery of 

your own. 

                     Lessons Learned 

1-  A simply designed frame allows the embroidery to be the focal 

point  rather than competing with it. 

2-  Having a theme for a free-form piece can help direct the 

design as well as the type of stitches necessary.  

3-  Including information about the embroidery, inside the framed 

piece, may add to its significance for the current and future 

recipients. 

4-  The embroidery will always take you longer than you estimate. 

5-   A free-form piece will most likely require additions or 

corrections during its stitching. 
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